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Understanding a text means making a coherent representation of the information in that text. Causal coherence place an important role in making that representation. Dutch has a rich repertoire of causal connectives to express such causal links, the so-called causal DRDs. Previous
research has shown that causal DRDs have their own profile: Dutch
omdat expresses mostly relatively objective relations, whereas want
tends to express more subjective relations. The following examples demonstrate the point.
1. D De velden zijn nat omdat het veel geregend heeft
deze week.
E The fields are wet OMDAT it much rained has
this week
‘The fields are wet because it has rained a lot last week.’
2. D De voetbalwedstrijden worden vast afgelast, want
het heeft deze week erg veel geregend.
E The soccer games
become surely cancelled, WANT
it has
this week very much
rained
‘Surely the soccer games will be cancelled, because it has rained
a lot this week.’
3. D Jan kwam terug omdat hij van haar hield.
E Jan came back OMDAT he from her loved.
‘Jan came back because he loved her.’
4. D Jan hield van haar, want
hij kwam terug.
E Jan loved from her, WANT he came back.
‘Jan loved her, because he came back.’
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5. D Wat doe jij vanavond want
er
draait een goede
film.
E What do you tonight
WANT there turns a good
movie.
‘What are you doing tonight, because there’s a good movie on.’
The differences between examples (1-5) have been described in terms of
subjectivity [1]. Subjectivity can be defined as the degree to which the
interpretation of an utterance requires that there is an active Subject of
Consciousness who is responsible for the truth of the utterance. An utterance is subjective because there is some thinking entity in the discourse who evaluates. For example, the truth of an utterance such as The
height of the Eiffel Tower is 330 meters can be evaluated directly in reality, and hence it is not subjective. By contrast, an utterance like The
Eiffel Tower is the greatest achievement of modern day architecture requires the assumption that there is a Subject of Consciousness who is
responsible for its truth.
Relations like (1), which Sweetser has termed content relations [2],
can be described as objective: they report real world causality and do not
assume the presence of a Subject of Consciousness. So-called epistemic
relations like (2) and (4) are subjective because they present the outcome
of an active reasoning process from the speaker or writer of the utterance.
Similarly, speech act relations like (5) are subjective, because the Subject
of Consciousness is motivating his or her performance of the speech act.
Reason relations like (3) are in-between, because they do require the assumption of a Subject of Consciousness, but that is typically a character
that is quoted in the text, whose reason for performing an action is reported.
Dutch has a preference to use omdat for more objective relations and
want for more subjective relations, as in the examples above. The frequency with which want and omdat occur is very much genre-dependent:
want is much more frequent in spontaneous conversations whereas
omdat occurs more often in written newsreports and opinion pieces. At
the same time, the subjectivity profile seems to be independent of genre:
the difference in subjectivity between want and omdat is constant for
each of the three genres that were investigated by Sanders and Spooren
[1].
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This type of findings is typically based on manual analyses of relatively small corpora. Such studies generally use a research design in
which subsets of 100 instances of omdat and of want are compared in
different genres (see for example, [3] for an analysis of forward causal
DRDs in Dutch, and [4] for causality in Mandarin Chinese).
In this paper, we present a tool that makes use of state-of-the-art language technology to carry out such analyses automatically. The tool is
the output of an ongoing project ACAD (Automatic Coherence Analysis
of Dutch). For details on the project see https://www.clariah.nl/projecten/research-pilots/acad. The project aims at reaching three goals: (i)
carry out these analyses automatically, thus preventing intercoder reliability issues; (ii) scale up the analyses by looking at many more instances
and many more causal DRDs than is possible in manual analyses; (iii)
look at many different genres.
The present study links to work done by Bestgen et al. [5], who used
so-called thematic text analysis: the difference in subjectivity between,
for example, want and omdat leads to the prediction that there are more
subjective adjectives and adverbs in the segments that are connected by
want, and more objective adjectives and adverbs in the segments connected by omdat. For our list of subjective and objective adjectives and
adverbs we made use of the gold1000 list determined by De Smedt and
Daelemans [6], who had participants rate the subjectivity of 1012 adjectives on a scale from 0 to 1. We identified those adjectives as subjective
that had a score of 0.7 or higher for each of its meanings (650 adjectives,
examples: overweldigend (‘overwhelming’), afschuwelijk (‘horrible’)),
whereas objective adjectives had a score of 0.2 or lower (171 adjectives;
examples: visueel (‘visual’), zwart (‘black’)).
The analysis goes through a number of steps: (i) identification of the
relevant cases of causal DRDs; (ii) establishing the scope of the segments
S1 and S2 that are connected by the DRDs; (iii) determining the direction
of the causal link (backward, where the first segment expresses the consequent in the causal relation, as in examples (1-5), or forward); (iv)
counting the number of subjective and objective adjectives and adverbs
in the two segments; and (v) statistically testing the subjectivity hypothesis.
The current study made use of the corpora available in the Clariah environment: the SONAR corpus (a 500M words corpus containing 25 genres varying from newspaper texts, to wiki-pages, chat and texting, cf.
[7]); the VU-DNC corpus (a 2M word corpus containing texts from
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newspapers from the 1950s and from 2002; [8]); the Corpus of Spoken
Dutch (CGN, [9]); and two newly added corpora: WhatsApp messages
obtained in a recent study on the relationship between new media use by
adolescents and young adults ([10]), and news texts from a Dutch quality
newspaper published both on paper and online, matched for topics and
genre (the NRC corpus; 1M words).
First results show indeed that the instrument is sensitive enough to detect the expected differences in the subjectivity of the environment of
want and omdat. Thereotical implications and urgent next steps will be
discussed. The discussion will be related to the the corpus build in DiscAn [11].
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